Case Study

Expanding global reach through
centralized Translation-Management

HIGHLIGHTS
Facilitates localization into 18 languages to reach 100 countries

30% time saving expected on localization processes

Centralizes global localization efforts, boosting collaboration and efficiency

About cvent
Cvent Inc. is a leading cloudbased enterprise event management company, with tens of thousands of customers and more than 2,700 employees worldwide. Cvent offers software solutions to event planners for
online event registration, venue selection, event management, mobile
apps for events, email marketing, and web surveys. Cvent solutions
optimize the entire event management value chain.
TYPE

INDUSTRY

OFFICES

EMPLOYEES

B2B, B2C

Tyson’s Corner / Virginia (HQ), 9 U.S. offices, UK, India,
Singapore, Australia

SaaS

2,700+
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CUSTOMER: CVENT
Aiming to strengthen its market-leading position and bring its application suite to a larger global audience, Cvent launched an organizationwide effort to localize its products worldwide. Therefore, Cvent needed
an efficient and effective way for developers, copywriters and translators to collaborate on localization projects – and Phrase was the answer.
CHALLENGE: ENABLING GLOBALIZATION
In November 2016, Cvent merged with fellow industry leader, Lanyon
Solutions, establishing itself as the market leader in meetings, events,
and hospitality technology. Keen to protect its dominant market position and seize new opportunities in the largely untapped industry, Cvent
set its sights on serving a wider global audience. To realize this strategy,
the software provider aimed to reach an ambitious 18 languages across
100 countries.
Michael Stemle, Jr., Principal Software Engineer at Cvent, takes up the
story: “Our developers, copywriters, and translators are distributed all
around the world, which makes collaborating effectively on localization
projects very challenging; especially, because we didn’t have a centralized translation management platform.”
Relying on spreadsheets and decentralized internal tools can lead to
considerable delays and confusion. Prior to Phrase, Cvent’s teams in different locations were confronted with a myriad of manual processes,
increasing the possibility of human error.
“With the new push to reach a wider global audience, it was important
to our business that we worked on features at the same time as localization”, adds Michael Stemle. “For this reason, it was essential that our
developers would be able to coordinate with writers and translators in
real time to make changes to resources already in the pipeline.”
Additionally, Cvent’s translation management needed important translation management features, such as version history and in-context editing, making life particularly easier for both developers and translators.
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SOLUTION: MODERNIZING TRANSLATION MANAGEMENT
The software provider set about looking for a new tool to centralize
translation management across its entire organization – a solution that
could provide automation, versatility, and simplicity.
After evaluating a wide range of solutions based on these extensive
selection criteria, Phrase resulted to be the most attractive all-in-one,
web-based localization platform.We dug into the problem domain with
more than a dozen vendors,” recalls Michael Stemle. “We looked at all
of the things they supported, and all of things we needed, and we found
that Phrase more than met our requirements.”
However, the deciding factor was the collaborative approach of the
Phrase team. Michael Stemle explains: “During the demos, we found
that Phrase was super responsive in answering our questions, and they
were willing to work with us on our specific challenges. It was clear that
they weren’t simply trying to sell us a product, they actually wanted to
help us succeed – we weren’t just customers, we were partners.”
By integrating the workflows of both technical writers and translators
into a single, central dashboard, Phrase streamlines Cvent’s translation
management and makes it clear who is working on what, and when.
Additionally, process automation significantly accelerates localization
and minimizes human error.
Michael Stemle continues: “From the developer perspective, we found
Phrase to be particularly intuitive and easy-to-understand. It also supports all the languages and file formats we use, and enables us to effortlessly switch between them.”
BENEFITS: UNPRECEDENTED EFFICENCY
With Phrase, Cvent is transforming its entire localization process, from
inception to release. The organization is set to achieve unprecedented
levels of localization efficiency.
“We expect to complete the migration to Phrase within a year of
closing,” says Michael Stemle. “We’re already seeing benefits and, once
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complete, we’re estimating time savings of as much as 30% for translation
management thanks to the reduction in mistakes and confusion.”
The new, centralized management platform ensures that employees can
effectively collaborate on localization projects regardless of location and
time zone – putting Cvent’s 18 locale, 100 country internationalization
strategy firmly within reach. Michael Stemle confirms: “With Phrase, we
have been able to modernize our localization process and bring our suite
of applications to a wider, global audience.”

About Phrase
Since 2011, Phrase has been working to simplify software localization
helping developers save time and maximize translatiom quality to rapidly
reach global audiences. To learn more about our localization platform, or
to begin your free trial, please visit Phrase.com.

Start your free trial now

